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___________________________________________________________________________ 
Abstract 

A protection strategy for high voltage direct current grids using superconducting 
fault current limiters as main protection component is presented in this work. The 
proposed configuration ensures selectivity and allows continuous operation of the 
grid using low-speed mechanical DC circuit breakers for fault current interruption. A 
case scenario is presented in order to describe the primary and backup protection 
sequences using the aforementioned components. The comprehension of the 
electro-thermal behavior of the fault current limiter allowed us to find an optimal 
sizing of the different protection components. Off-line electro-magnetic transient 
simulation studies are presented to discuss the performances of the proposed strategy. 
Main findings were relaxation of technical specifications for DC breakers, continuity 
of converter station operation and the possibility of implementing simple protection 
algorithms to accomplish a selective protection. 

___________________________________________________________________________  

I.  Introduction 

Multi-terminal high voltage direct current (MTDC) grids are an interesting solution to integrate 
large amounts of renewable power to the energy pool and release congestion of actual power 
grids altogether [1] [2]. However, deeper investigation on DC protection technologies and DC 
breaker coordination strategies is required to ensure safe, reliable and cost-effective 
implementation of MTDC grids [3] [4]. Different approaches have been reported in litterature 
but none of them have reached technological maturity [5] [6]. 

In this work we study the performances of a selective protection strategy for MTDC grids based 
on the operating principle of resistive type superconducting fault current limiters (SFCL). In 
addition, mechanical DC circuit breakers (DCCB) are used as mean for fault current 
interruption. This solution appears to be interesting regarding the simplicity of protection 
algorithms and the possibility to maintain the grid operation during and after the fault. 

The proposed paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we describe the case study implemented in 
the electromagnetic transient program (EMTP®) to evaluate the proposed protection strategy. 
We use half-bridge modular multilevel converters (MMC) as main interface between AC and 
DC side and underground cables as main power transmission technology. Secondly, the 
proposed protection strategy is presented alongside with main protection components, namely, 
the SFCL and DCCB. Their interaction will be explained through primary and backup 
protection sequences performed by protective relays. Finally, simulation results of the primary 
and backup protection schemes will be discussed. 
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Figure 1. Three-terminal MMC-based HVDC grid. 

II.  HVDC test grid 

A small-scale HVDC configuration was chosen to simplify the analysis of EMT simulation 
results. A single wye (Y) or delta (∆) grid interconnection between three converters can 
represent a first simplified MTDC grid. The delta configuration has been matter of previous 
publications [7]. For this reason, we propose studying a three terminal HVDC grid in wye 
configuration as illustrated in Figure 1. Bipolar configuration with solid ground and 
underground DC cables are used as main interconnection means. The AC side of the grid is 
represented by ideal AC voltage sources with series short circuit impedance. A pole-to-ground 
fault case scenario has been chosen as it is more probable than a pole-to-pole fault. 

Here we study HVDC grid with half-bridge MMC converters [8] as main AC/DC interface 
components. They offer improved power quality and controllability with respect to classic 
two-level and line-commutated converters, however, special attention must be given in case of 
DC fault in order to recover the power flow as fast as possible. For better understanding, we 
recall the internal topology of an MMC converter in Figure 2. An MMC phase is composed of 
upper and lower arms with hundreds of sub-modules connected in series. Each sub-module has 
two IGBT switches encapsulating a capacitor. A series arm inductance is sized to limit the 
current rate of rise in case of fault. However, if the current rises near 2 pu of the IGBT nominal 
current (1500 A), they must be switched off, losing control of the power flow. After blocking, 
half-bridge MMC stations can still feed the fault through antiparallel diodes of IGBT switches 
similarly as in a full-bridge diode rectifier. 

 

Passive components are included to ensure
continuous operation of the system during and 
after the fault clearance. Reactors are also inserted 
in series with MMC stations to avoid the 
activation of IGBT overcurrent protection during a 
fault. In addition, bus capacitors are added at 
busbars 1, 2 and 3 to ensure a minimum voltage 
drop of ≈ 0.7 pu at station terminals, which is the 
minimum value to keep the IGBTs anti-parallel 
diodes in off state (see Figure 2). Finally, a 
capacitor is added at busbar O to ensure a selective 
quench of SFCLs as explained in the next chapter. Figure 2: MMC internal topology.
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Figure 3: Illustration of protection equipment and 
switchgears inside each protection module. 

 

III.  Protection components 
and equipment 

First, we present the protection module 
located at every line end, as seen 
previously in Figure 1. The main 
protection components and equipments 
required for this strategy are illustrated in  

Figure 3 alongside with values in . The 
main local input signals for the protection 
relay are: SFCL voltage (VSFCL), DCCB 
voltage (VCB) and line voltage and current 
(iline and vline). Local outputs are the DCCB 
and FS tripping signals (TCB and TFS). 

 

Additional inputs and outputs are exchanged between different relays using communication, 
namely, the state of the SFCL. Intertripping is required in case of DCCB backup sequence. 
Sensors are assumed ideal as the sensor specification data is not in the scope of this work. 

 

TABLE I – PROTECTION MODULE 

SYMBOL    DESCRIPTION VALUE SI 
kDC Overcurrent factor 1.5 – 

ktape Inhomogeneity ratioa 25 % 
To Operating temperature 77 K 
∆t Maximum limitation time 50 ms 

ltape Length of tape 3 km 
thtape Tape thickness ~200 µm 
Ic-w Critical current per unit width 41666 A/m 
VSA Surge arrester reference voltage 1.6 pu 

tbreak Opening time 15 ms 
ICB Breaking capability 4 kA 

1. Superconducting fault current limiter 

Its main function is to perform fault current limitation but also to aid the faulty line 
discrimination. Its sizing its crucial for the strategy and it has to ensure thermal stability during 
fault and normal operation. The following sizing equations under adiabatic conditions are well 
described in litterature [9]. 

 

wtape= Ic Ic-w(To)⁄ =(kDC∙IDC) �Ic-w(To)∙�1-ktape��⁄  (1)

ltape=VDC ∙ �∆t �ρtape
∙cp∙(Tmax-To)��  (2)

thtape=Ic-w(To)��ρ
tape

∙∆t� �cp∙(T
max

-To)��  (3)
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A minimum critical current is given by (1) but must be oversized to accept transient 
overcurrents without causing hot spots [10]. A minimum length is obtained with (2) to ensure a 
safe heating under limitation after complete quench. Finally, an optimal thickness of 
non-superconducting layers is calculated with (3) to respect the maximum hot spot temperature 
in case of high impedance faults with fault currents near the critical current. Some of the 
equation variables are shown in . The SFCL rated voltage (VDC) and current (IDC) are set by the 
grid and are 320 kV and 1500 A respectively. The total limitation time to reach the maximum 
temperature (Tmax of 350 K) sums up the breaking time of the DCCB twice (to consider backup) 
and a delay of around 5 ms of the protective relay. Finally, ρ and cp are respectively resistivity 
and heat capacity. 

Adjacent lines sharing a common busbar can have different overload capacities causing 
non-selective quenching of SFCLs due to transient overcurrents on healthy lines during a fault. 
To study this scenario, we set MMC 1 with twice the power rating of MMC2 and MMC3 
(see Figure 1). Adding a capacitor at bus O (CO) is one way of avoiding non-selective quench. 
Another option is to oversize the critical current (Ic) of adjacent SFCLs. 

A trial and error sizing methodology of capacitance CO and critical currents was used. The 
sizing criterion is the adiabatic hot spot temperature based on a degraded Ichot-spot of 0.75∙Ic. 
Without capacitor and with a first set of Ic obtained from (1), the hot spot temperatures of all 
SFCLs adjacent to SFCL O3 (the one on the faulty line) overstep the critical temperature value 
of 90 K. Increasing the value of CO will help stabilizing hot spot temperatures but not for all of 
the adjacent SFCLs, thus, critical currents are oversized accordingly. The optimum values for 
the proposed fault case scenario are finally CO = 20 µF, Ic1O = IcO1 = 3 kA, Ic2O = IcO2 = 2.5 kA 
and Ic3O = IcO3 = 2 kA. 

2. Switchgear: mechanical DC circuit breaker and fast switch 

The fault current interruption is performed by a forced oscillation mechanical DC circuit 
breaker (DCCB in Figure 4). DCCBs are located at each busbar in-feeder in order to interrupt 
the fault current in case of DC short-circuit fault. Fast DC Switches are located at each 
transmission line end as backup in order to isolate the faulty line in case of DCCB failure. 
 

 
Figure 4: Model of forced oscillation DCCB. 
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III.  Protection strategy 

The proposed strategy is explained using 
flowcharts to describe the overall chain of 
events. The main stages of the protection 
strategy are: fault detection, fault 
identification, fault current interruption and 
isolation, and power recovery. A timeline is 
also given to place in time each stage of the 
protection sequence. Three main sequences 
were developed: a primary and two backup 
sequences. The backup sequences are 
required in case non-simultaneous failure of 
the main protection components, namely, the 
DCCB and the SFCL. 

1. Primary protection sequence 

The primary protection sequence is described 
by the flowchart in Figure 5. A short circuit 
fault occurring on the DC transmission line 
will be selectively cleared using a faulty line 
discrimination criterioncriterion based on the 
state of the SFCL device. According to the 
timeline in Figure 6, the first stage [t0 – t1] is 
fault detection, based on line voltage and 
current measurements. Secondly at [t1 – t2] 
the SFCL quench is detected through voltage 
measurements and triggers the DCCB 
opening in a first place (assuming an intrinsic 
selectivity). Hence, the fault current is limited 
preventing the fault propagation to the rest of 
the grid. Figure 5: Flowchart of the primary sequence.

 

At the same time, a communication-based fault identification algorithm is launched to confirm 
the first guess based on the SFCL quenching. Otherwise the selectivity failure backup sequence 
will be required. At [t2 – t3], the DCCB opens to interrupt the fault current. A breaking failure 
detection algorithm leads to a back-up sequence in case of DCCB opening failure. Finally at 
[t3 – t4], after the isolation of the faulty line, the power flow is recovered by the MMC control 
according to the conditions. In this case, as short-circuits in underground cables are permanent 
faults, the grid must operate under N – 1 conditions. 

 

 
Figure 6: Timeline of the primary sequence. 

Propagation

Fault current detection

t0 t1 t2 t3 time

Voltage and 
power recovery

Fault current interruption
(DCCB opening)

SFCL quench detection

t4

15ms – 25ms 50ms – 100ms
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Figure 7: Timeline of the DCCB failure backup sequence. 

 

2. DCCB failure backup sequence 

A failure can avoid the DCCB from interrupting the fault 
current and lead to this back-up sequence. A 
straighforward solution consist in opening the DCCBs 
located immediately upstream. The flowchart in Figure 8
describes the main events of this sequence and a timeline 
of the sequence is given in Figure 9. First, during [t2 – t4], 
a breaking failure is detected by the relay based on the 
voltage at DCCB terminals and the line current. At [t4 –
t5], the DCCBs located upstream perform the backup fault 
current interruption. At [t4 – t6], the relay launches a fault 
clearance verification at the faulty line to check whether 
the current was effectively interrupted and trigger the fast 
switch in order to isolate the faulty line at [t6 – t7].
Afterwards, the relay can order the reclosing of upstream 
DCCBs at [t7 – t8]. The reclosing time will depend on the 
mechanical reclosure speed using pre-inserted resistors to 
avoid inrush currents. Finally, voltage and power are 
recovered (t8 – t9) after reconnection as the MMC stations 
control is kept during the whole backup procedure. 

Figure 8: Flowchart of the

DCCB failure backup sequence.

3. Selectivity failure backup sequence 

A limitation malfunction of the SFCL device at the faulty line will produce a non-selective 
quench. A back-up protection sequence, seen in Figure 10, is required to isolate the faulty line. 

 
Figure 9: Timeline of the DCCB failure backup sequence. 
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According to Figure 9, at [t1 – t2’] the 
selectivity failure is detected. This is 
done by the faulty line identification 
algorithm launched during the fault 
detection using communication between 
relays in the busbar and opposite line 
ends. At [t2 – t3], a fault current 
interruption is performed by upstream 
DCCBs after the quench of the associated 
SFCLs, detected by local relays. A fault 
current level verification is launched at 
[t2’ – t3’] to respect the DCCB breaking 
capability at the faulty line. The current 
through the DCCB of the faulty line will 
come from the branches connected to the 
same busbar, thus, it will be at least 
doubled compared to the fault current in 
the primary sequence. 

Figure 10: Flowchart of the

DCCB failure backup sequence.

 

After isolation of the faulty line, at [t3’ – t4’], the recovery of the SFCLs must end. The 
recovery [t3 – t4] starts after the fault current interruption and can last a few seconds. Finally, at 
[t4 – t5], the DCCBs of healthy lines are reclosed using pre-insertion method to avoid inrush 
currents. Consequently, the power recover can start at [t5 – t6] in N – 1 operating regime. 

IV.  Results 

The protection algorithms were implemented in EMTP and used during a simulation batch for 
setting and calibration. A succesful case simulated with primary and backup sequences is 
presented hereafter. 

 
Figure 11: MMC currents: a) Primary sequence; b) DCCB failure backup sequence; 

c) Selectivity failure backup sequence (SFCL recovery time accelerated for simplicity). 
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END
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Figure 12: MMC voltages: a) Primary sequence; b) DCCB failure backup sequence; 

c) Selectivity failure backup sequence (SFCL recovery time accelerated for simplicity). 

 

In the primary sequence, the fault is fastly suppressed after the quench detection. At t = 0 the 
short circuit happens near SFCL 1O, that quenches in a first place. After a short delay due to the 
fault propagation through cable 1, SFCL O1 quenches as well. Here the quench based DCCB 
tripping is naturally selective. Other relays can also detect the fault but SFCLs on healthy cables 
do not quench so a fault is not identified by them. The power flow is automatically reestablished 
after the fault clearance as current and voltage limits of MMC converters are respected as seen 
at Figure 11 and Figure 12. In case of backup the voltage drop at the station output were quite 
below 0.7 pu, which means the capacitors at MMC outputs were not sized properly.  

In our study case, MMC 1 and MMC 2 are connected to the same syncrhonous AC grid, while 
MMC 3 is connected to a different one. MMC 1 and MMC 3 use a droop control strategy while 
MMC 2 only controls the voltage. Before the fault appearance, the total power delivered by the 
AC grid connected to MMC 1 and MMC 2 considering both poles is +500 MVA: +1000 MVA 
through MMC 1 and -500 MVA through MMC 2.  After the fault on the positive pole of cable 
1, the power delivered by MMC 1 through this pole cannot be transferred anymore. Thus, 
MMC 2 compensates the power loss by changing the direction of its power so that MMC 3 can 
still get 250 MVA through the positive pole. The new total power delivered by the AC grid on 
the right side of Figure 1 is again +500MVA: +500MVA through MMC 1 and 0 MVA through 
MMC 2. 

For the DCCB failure sequence, we assumed DCCB O1 as faulty breaker. The first fault 
transient is similar as in the primary sequence because SFCLs 1O and O1 are quenched. 
However, since the fault has not been cleared after 20 ms the backup is called by relay O1. This 
time was predefined for the relay and considers the DCCB opening time and the fault clearance 
verification time. DCCBs O2 and O3 interrupt the fault around 40 ms. A fault clearance 
verification algorithm detects the current fall to zero in less than 5 ms before opening the FS O1 
to isolate the faulty line. We consider a 15 ms delay of the FS opening before the relay O1 sends 
the reclosing signal to DCCBs O2 and O3. High inrush currents are possible due to the 
discharge of the busbar capacitor placed at bus O to ensure selectivity. However, the re-closing 
procedure with pre-inserted resistances limits the inrush current and allows a power recovery as 
fast as the primary sequence after the DCCB reclosing. 
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Finally, we considered a limitation failure of SFCL O1, which is in fact bypassed during the 
short-circuit fault. In this case, SFCLs O2 and O3 are both quenched. There is also a possibility 
of quenching SFCLs 2O and 3O (at the opposite cable end) if the current oversteps the critical 
current. However, this will not be a problem as the current will be interrupted through cables 2 
and 3 by DCCB 2O and 3O respectively. The fault current interruption performed is longer than 
the primary sequence but just for a few milliseconds difference as relay O1 is able to identify 
the faulty SFCL and command DCCB O1. The main concern is the recovery time after fault 
current interruption which can last a few seconds (accelerated for simplicity in figures). For the 
test grid proposed here, this means no power exchange during this time. After this time, DCCBs 
2O and 3O can reclose to recover power flow, again using preinsertion resistances to avoid 
inrush currents. The highest current peak reached by an MMC converter is seen on MMC 2 case 
c), but arm currents remain under 2 pu of IGBT rated current (Figure 13). 

 

 
Figure 13: Arm currents of MMC 2 in the selectivity failure backup proteciton sequence. 

IV.  Conclusions 

We studied the performance of the protection strategy proposed and implemented the 
protection algorithms to be performed by the protective equipment. The following points are 
the main findings and conclusions that we highlighted based on the off-line simulation studies. 

The key results were the possibility to interrupt the fault current at low speed (10 – 15 ms). This 
is possible due to the fault current limitation that reduces the breaking capability, speed and 
energy requirements of the mechanical DCCB. Furthermore, there is no major impact to the 
healthy grid components which can operate during and after the fault allowing a continuous 
MMC operation without blocking. 

An intrinsic selective fault identification is obtained during the first fault current transient. We 
proved that the primary protection strategy is straightforward and very fast. During the first 
current transient, we are able to selectively isolate the faulty line due to the intrinsic selectivity 
of the quench. It is possible to find an adequate sizing of the SFCL and passive components 
(MMC series reactors and busbar capacitors) in order to avoid the hot spot risk of the SFCL. 
The worst case scenario regarding hot spot risk is when SFCL is located at the output of MMC 
stations. Further studies are needed to demonstrate the interest of placing SFCLs at this location 
or if we can rather remove them from this location. 

Backup protection strategies proposed here were also validated. The most challenging issues 
were algorithms logic, hot spot risk on healthy parts of the grid, recovery time of SFCLs and 
control of MMC stations. Both in the DCCB failure and selectivity failure backups the 
reclosing procedure of healthy protection components are causing large transient overcurrent in 
healthy zones. This is due to the charge of cables and busbar capacitor near to the faulty cable. 
To avoid high inrush currents we must consider using pre-insertion resistances. 
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About AC grid stability, further studies are required to determine the risk in case of N – 1 
operation (loss of one pole) and the impact of the total fault clearing time regarding constraints 
stablished by the grid code on HVDC connections. 
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